Assem Wahby is the Management’s Consultant for Advanced Computer
Technology (ACT), he is presently responsible for supporting top
managements strategic goals and objectives. He is also involved in the
development of ACT’s community affairs with ETISAL and other IT
associations serving the community at the Egyptian market.
Prior to his current appointment Mr. Wahby served as General Manager
Chamber of Communication and Information Technology (CIT). He has
taken the chamber from one level to the other by developing its
relations with other NGOs and IT entities. Mr. Wahby was personally
involved in all Chamber’s events internationally and locally.
Mr. Wahby has held a number of senior positions within the ICT sector
since his graduation in 1974. As the ITD Director for SAAD Specialist
Hospital in KSA, he has established the ITD department and was
responsible for the implementation of the Hospital Management
Information System that covers Medical, financial and administrative
activities. Prior to this, he has co-founded BBC International (an ORACLE
VAR and Authorized ORACLE training Center) and served as BBS member
of the board and was responsible for all company’s financial and
administrative activities, as well as participating in designing and
specifying business rules for every financial packages owned and
distributed by the company.
Earlier in his career, Mr. Wahby worked as an Attaché in the Statistics
department in LEAGUE of ARAB STATES, a position that assisted him
becoming the Operation Manager later on in MISR TRADE Company (an
export and import company). 1989 Mr. Wahby relocated to KSA as the
System Manager for AHMAD HAMAD ALGOSAIBI & Bros. Having
Extensive expertise in the both IT and managerial operations, Mr. Wahby
was soon promoted to an EDP Manager in the same company.
Nevertheless Mr. Wahby’s ambitious lead him in 1994 to become the
General Manager for DATABASE CONSULTING GROUP (DCG-EGYPT).
Mr. Assem Wahby has earned his Bachelor in 1974, from faculty of
Economic and Political science, Cairo University.

